MOVIDIS: Upcoming start of the first Virtual Mobilities

On December 11, the 29 European students who selected which will experience the first virtual mobility which will begin in mid-January 2021. EUR ELMI students have been chosen to live this unique international experience at a distance, and UCA will host all in and for everything, 26 students! As a reminder, the MOVIDIS project (Erasmus) includes 6 European universities: 2 Italian universities, 2 Spanish universities, 1 German university and 1 UCA for France. Students are in the 3rd year of economics and will take between 2 and 3 economics courses, plus a language course, which they have chosen from the course catalog offered by the consortium of this project. They will have the chance to study in several European universities, remotely. They will be followed by student tutors in each of the universities. Meetings and events will be organized throughout the semester: Real international mobility, but from home. For more info, see the MOVIDIS project.

Update on COFUND BoostUCareer project

Université Côte d’Azur welcomes two new doctoral students as part of the BoostUCareer doctoral program! A doctoral fellow who comes from the United States to start the project “Thyrotics: Learning from Thyroid Cancer Patients on their participation in the "ultrasonic images" and another doctoral fellow from Thailand for the project “ASTHMA: Active tranSport, Health, and environment”. BoostUCareer is entering its second year of life and a new website will be available this month. The kickoff meeting, which will take place online, is scheduled for the end of February 2021.

Congratulations to the projects carried out by UCA and awarded the 2020 UCA Excellence Awards #ERICEUROPEAN-PROJECTS

- Luke Calatrava (ESI): NomADs Project [Doxico RISE]
- Elisa Mautone (ESI): CREA (ERA-NET)
- Manuel Bouter (GREDEG): Barbara Meazzi (CMAC), Maricola Sobiesczak (URCCH): Jean-François Tubert (ICTE): INEUP Project [CREATIVICOM]
- and one is classified A (MAIRKOR). Of the 2 projects in coordination, one is in first position on the complementary list (aDOMIC).

Last December, UCA submitted the "1 AM Europe" project in response to the call for "Actions and events in France on the European Union". The call aims to identify and support information and communication actions in France, with the aim of bringing the European Union closer to its citizens and to make the public better aware of the role and activities of the institutions of the European Union in the fields of action covered by the political priorities of the European Commission. The objective is to raise awareness, to convey opinions and feedback and to analyze these contributions to feed the decision-making process upstream.

ME projects UC-Apriorities

Other good news following the announcement of the results of the Call Structuring Equipment for Research (EUR. Equip-X) This call aims to provide France with cutting-edge scientific equipment, necessary for maintaining the excellence of its research at the level of the best international standards. Out of 4 projects in partnership, 3 are classified A (ADAPAT, NanoFutur, TREFIVERIE) and one is classified A (MAIRKOR). Of the 2 projects in coordination, one is in first position on the complementary list (aDOMIC).

The CD2M will soon have a dedicated website and a quarterly newsletter.

• Participation in the 15th and last Steering Committee of National Contact Points for Marie-S-Curie Actions within the framework of Horizon 2020

• Launch of the ERC Booster Call by the PACA Region: Submission deadlines: - Starting Grant and Consolidator Grant projects March 5, 2021 - Advanced Grant projects July 2, 2021
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